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MINUTES OF THE 
ADVISORY DESIGN PANEL MEETING 

HELD WEDNESDAY AUGUST 24, 2016 AT 12 P.M. 
 
 
 

1. THE CHAIR CALLED THE MEETING TO ORDER AT 12:05 P.M. 
 
 

Panel Members Present: Cynthia Hildebrand; Renee Lussier; Erica Sangster, 
Patricia Graham, Ann Katherine Murphy; Gerald 
Gongos; Justin Gammon 

 
Absent: Christopher Rowe; Mike Miller 

 
Staff Present: Charlotte Wain - Senior Planner, Urban Design 
 Quinn Anglin - Secretary, Advisory Design Panel 
 Councillor Charlayn Thornton Joe  

  
 
2. MINUTES 

 
2.1 Minutes from the Meeting held July 27, 2016. 

 
 Action:  

 
 It was moved by Cynthia Hildebrand, seconded by Anne Katherine Murphy, that the 

Minutes of the Meeting of Advisory Design Panel held July 27, 2016 be approved. 
 

  CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
 
3. APPLICATIONS 

 
3.1 Development Permit #000460 and Rezoning #00513 for 701 Belleville Street  
 

To permit rezoning for the construction of a 15 storey mixed-use building, that would include 
seniors’ residential use on the upper storeys and commercial uses on the ground floor. 
 

 
Applicant Meeting attendees:   
 
 
 DEAN JONHSON  CONCERT PROPERTIES 
 KEN BOGRESS  CONCERT PROPERTIES 
 COLIN SHRUBB  DYS ARCHITECTURE 
 DAVID SIMPSON  DYS ARCHITECTURE 
 MARGOT LONG  PWL PARTNERSHIP 
 
. 
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Ms. Wain provided the Panel with a brief introduction of the Application and the areas that 
Council is seeking advice on, including the following:  

 

• proposed urban design response of the podium to Belleville Street including ; 
o the architectural response to the prominent street corner at Douglas Street and 

Belleville Street 
o the size and scale of the proposed driveway opening 

• impact of the proposed tower height on the character defining roof line of the Empress 
Hotel as experienced in views from the inner Harbour. 

 
Dean Johnson then provided the Panel with a detailed description of the proposal. 
 
David Simpson then provided the panel with a detailed presentation of the site and context of 
the proposal. 
 
Margot Long then provided the Panel with a detailed presentation of the landscape plan 
proposal. 
 
 
Questions of clarification were asked by the Panel on the following; 
 
 

• the safety and security of the lighting – located in the soffit and seating of the design. 24 
hour management for security 

• the distance between the planted trees on boulevard – dictated by the City  

• floor level between L1 and L2 is a transfer slab 

• massing of the tower and relationship to Saint Anns Academy  

• opportunities for alternative materials for the tower  

• the shared space between the parking area and space used for events etc. - space is 
managed 100% of the time and easy to block off temporarily if need be for special 
functions 

• the relationship of the shared space being open to the public. 
 
 
Panel Members discussed: 
 
 

• the architectural response to the corner at Douglas and Belleville is successful and fits 
well for the City without being a showy response 

• the massing and bulkiness of the tower poses some difficulty, especially in relation to the 
small scale of the Saint Anns building that steps down from it and also in relation to the 
smaller portion of the project on the adjacent side.  There seems to be a disconnect to 
the proportions of these pieces to each other and the podium is not well integrated into 
the tower 

• the more complete renderings of the project that include tones help to relate the 
bulkiness of the tower to the rest of the project and surrounding buildings 
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• the separation from the commercial to the residential sections of the project are clearly 
and cleanly expressed 

• if the lineage of balconies that go up 15 stories were considered to be a different color or 
shade that may assist to visually setback or break up the massing as a whole 

• the simple palette is successful and although there are a number of materials, they 
marry well together  

• that a very thoughtful resolution that has gone into these pieces 

• there are no issues with the size and scale of the carriageway  

• the views from the Harbour in respect to the color and toning of the project have a 
successful cloudy feel and merge well with the skyline. This ensures that it isn’t 
distracting from any of the buildings around it and connects well to its surroundings. 

• the opportunity to have more embellishment in the landscaping on the Blanshard Street 
frontage.   

• the opportunity or usability of more inviting spaces to sit along Belleville Street 

• the function of Belleville Street being a street for movement not lingering. 
 
 
 Action:  

      
     MOVED / SECONDED 

 

It was moved by Gerald Gongos, seconded by Anne Katherine Murphy, that the Advisory 
Design Panel recommend to Council Development Permit #000460 and Rezoning #00513 
for 701 Belleville Street be approved with recommendations as proposed; 
 

• Review the elevation treatments of the tower to respond in scale to the historic  
context most prominently along Blanshard Street 
 

         Carried  
 
Opposed – 2 
 
 
 

3.2 Development Permit #000462 and Rezoning #00516 for 1120 - 1128 Burdett 
Avenue 

 
To permit rezoning to construct a 4-storey, 36 multi-unit residential building. 
 
 
Applicant Meeting attendees:    
 
  PAUL HAMMOND  LOW HAMMOND ROWE ARCHITECTURE 
  KEVIN LIN   LOW HAMMOND ROWE ARCHITECTURE 
  BEV WINDJACK  LADR LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
  LUKE HARRISON  EMPRESSA PROPERTIES 
  KARL ROBERTSON  EMPRESSA PROPERTIES 
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Renee Lussier recused herself with pecuniary conflict of interest from the application.  
  
Ms. Wain provided the Panel with a brief introduction of the Application and the areas that 
Council is seeking advice on, including the following:  
 

• massing, height and transition in relation to the context 

• interface on the north and east elevations 

• opportunities for greater roof articulation 

• rear access path and potential for Crime Prevention Through Environmental 
Design. 
  

Paul Hammond provided the panel with a detailed presentation of the proposed guidelines. 
 
Bev Windjack then provided the Panel with a detailed presentation of the landscape plan 
proposal. 
 
 
Questions of clarification were asked by the Panel on the following; 
 
 

• the functionality and purpose of the rear maintenance path – used for access, but mainly 
for maintenance purposes as well as a dog walk path  

• the application of the two story framing marking the entryways on the south façade and 
its relationship to the setback in the balconies when viewing it from an angle – intended 
to bridge the two through color and visually connect them 

• expression on the west facade of the pairs of balconies being grouped together and the 
full height screening – used as a sun shade 

• application of materials and color on the 4 story wall on the north façade   

• the location of the two trees at the entrance to the building and possible opportunities to 
have these moved slightly 

• the opportunity to emulate the sloped roof of the rear elevation on the rest of the project 
– not possible without lowering the ceiling heights or digging further down. 

 
 
Panel Members discussed; 
 
 

• south façade is articulated to the extreme but the remaining façades are quite simple 

• north façade requires a calmer, vertical palette as it is not relating to rest of project.  The 
wood material could potentially stretch from top to bottom to be more relative to the 
complete project 

• nice composition of materials for a development within the city  

• the opportunity for the townhouse units to be two story apartments should have been 
considered  

• there are projecting white volumes and deep projecting balconies on the west façade 
which feel unbalanced. Having the one large overhang to tie them together doesn’t work 
well as it seems heavy, alternatively, a lighter trellis could help to better connect them 

• the soffits are all made of wood on the north and west façades which project a feeling of 
warmth when looking up which also helps to carry this material around the building 
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• opportunities to extend the wood cladding to the fourth floor and lighten the canopy on 
the north elevation 

• the 3-D dimension renderings of the development help in visually connecting how the 
project and materials that are applied tie together. 
 

 
Action:  

 

It was moved by Patricia Graham, seconded by Gerald Gongos, that the Advisory Design 
Panel recommend to Council that Development Permit #000462 and Rezoning #00516 
for 1120 - 1128 Burdett Avenue be approved with recommendations as proposed; 

 

• Refinement of the secondary facades towards a clarified expression of the 
building form 

 
 
Carried Unanimously  

 
4. ADJOURNMENT 
 
  The Advisory Design Panel meeting of August 24, 2016 adjourned at 2:31pm. 
 
 
       

Erica Sangster, Acting Chair 
 
 
 
 
 


